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English   
In English this week we wrote a thank you 

letter to the planetarium. We told the 

planetarium what we liked most from our 

experience as well as what we think could 

have been even better. We have tried to 

include adjectives this week and wording up, 

for example instead of using the adjective 

nice for a star we have worded up and said a 

sparkly star. Some of us have also challenged 

ourselves to include conjunctions within our 

writing too.   

Phonics 
This week we have focused on the 

sounds: or, ir, ow, aw, wh 

 

Please see separate Supersonic 

Phonics newsletter for more 

information. 

Maths  

In maths this week we have been 

focusing on balanced subtraction. 

We spoke about how to make it 

successful through ensuring that each 

side of the equals sign is the same 

value and is balanced/equal.   

Dates for your diary 

 

1st, 2nd, 3rd February- Parents invited 

into classrooms until 9am.  

3rd February- Next time for tea 2-3pm.  

3rd February – Premier Enrichment Day 

3rd February- Number Day- come into 

school dressed up (as a number, 

clothing with number, clothing that 

represents number etc.) 

WC 6th February- Intergenerational 

Week 

9th February and 10th February- 

Grandparents invited into school from 

2:30pm to share a story with the 

children (part of intergenerational 

week) 

10th February- Last Day 

20th February- Back to School 

PE 
This week in PE we started our new 

scheme of learning of gymnastics. This 

week we explored different ways of 

moving using our bodies. Some 

children tiptoed, some crawled 

around, some children moved using 

two feet and one hand, there were 

some great imaginative moving 

techniques!  

 

Science 

In Science this week we have looked at which 

materials are absorbent and waterproof. We 

then carried out an experiment to find out 

which of the materials we had were 

absorbent and which were waterproof. We 

then discussed which material was the most 

absorbent and discussed why this might be.  

History 
This week in History we learnt about the 

significance of Amelia Earhart. We 

found out who she was and what she 

achieved. We looked at what oceans 

she flew across as well as the year in 

which she disappeared.  


